Tremors
Year 3’s Curriculum Newsletter
What happens when the Earth shakes? In this project, we’ll find out about the dangerous world of natural disasters and their
deadly effects.
This half term we’ll gather rock samples, find out about different types of rocks and sort them according to their properties. By
carrying out research, we’ll investigate the Earth’s layers and the location of volcanoes, discovering what causes them to erupt.
We’ll write powerful poetry inspired by our work on volcanoes. Working as archaeologists, we’ll locate Mount Vesuvius on a
map and find out what it was like to live in Pompeii during the eruption. Using our model making skills, we’ll build earthquakeproof structures and test them out. We’ll also use different modelling materials to create a volcano – watch out, it’s going to
blow!
At the end of the ILP, we’ll create digital presentations, so you can see all of the exciting things we’ve learned about.

ILP focus

Geography

English

Recounts, historical stories, newspaper reports, poetry

Geography

Earthquakes, volcanoes, rocks, tsunamis, plate tectonics, structure of
the Earth.

Art & design

Sculpture, photography

Computing

Presenting information, communicate using video

D&T

Structures

History

Ancient Rome – Pompeii

Music

Composition

French

Celebrations

PE

Outdoor and adventure challenges

PSHE

Topical issues

RE

Being accountable and living with integrity
Festivals: Chinese New Year, Nirvana

Science

Grouping/ Comparing/ Analysing rocks (fossils) and soils.

Help your child prepare for their project
Earthquakes and volcanoes are fascinating forces of nature. Why not research famous earthquakes and
volcanic eruptions, and plot the locations on a map? You could also hunt for rocks in your garden and sort
them into groups by their appearance. Alternatively, you could build small structures from recycled
materials and test them to see if they could withstand an earthquake!

You are invited to our Celebration Assembly
Every Thursday, we will be celebrating good attendance, progress and Rights Respecting behaviour in our
weekly Celebration Assembly.
Please join us, every Thursday at 8.50am in the main hall.

